Introduction {#sec1-2331216516687287}
============

In clinical settings, speech understanding is typically measured by calculating the proportion of keywords that can be identified correctly under a given listening condition (e.g., in quiet or in noise). One aspect of speech understanding that is underevaluated is listening effort. Listening effort refers to 'the amount of processing resources (perceptual, attentional, cognitive, etc.) allocated to a specific auditory task, when the task demands are high (adverse listening conditions) and when the listener strives to reach a high-level of performance on the listening task. Under ideal listening conditions, listening to speech is relatively effortless ([@bibr37-2331216516687287]; [@bibr38-2331216516687287]). Processing speech may become more effortful when the quality of the signal is degraded (e.g., due to noise or if the listener has hearing loss), when the language structure used is complex, or when the content of the message is less familiar.

There is no direct relationship between performance level in terms of proportion (or percent) of correct responses obtained on a listening task and listening effort. A person may obtain the same proportion of correct responses on two different tasks but report that performing one task was substantially more effortful than the other one. For example, a listener may be able to fully understand a spoken message in a challenging background noise but the amount of listening effort required to process the message in this situation may be considerably greater than when the same signal is processed in a quiet background setting. Likewise, persons with hearing loss often report that in some environments (especially noisy ones) listening requires substantially more *concentration and attention* than listening under ideal (quiet) environments (e.g., [@bibr10-2331216516687287]; [@bibr31-2331216516687287]; [@bibr35-2331216516687287]; [@bibr47-2331216516687287]). Measuring listening effort may be particularly well suited to comparing performance between two listening conditions when the speech recognition scores obtained on two tasks have reached ceiling levels. For example, the use of two hearing aids with different signal-processing algorithms may both yield the maximum correct recognition score on a given speech task administered in noise. However, the results of a behavioral listening effort task may reveal that performing the speech recognition task with one of the devices is more effortful than with the other one.

Presently, there is not a standardized test procedure to measure listening effort. Three broad categories of procedures have been used to measure listening effort: self-report, psychophysiological, and behavioral measures. A comprehensive review of these different approaches is beyond the scope of the present article but can be found in [@bibr25-2331216516687287]. In the present report, the analysis is limited to behavioral approaches. Measuring response times (RTs) is one approach that has been used to measure listening effort. However, this report will focus exclusively on the application of dual-task paradigms to measure listening effort during speech understanding. The decision to focus on this type of experimental paradigm was made because dual tasking (and even multitasking) is often required when processing speech in many real-life situations. This observation provides a form of ecological validity to the experimental procedure. Also, an informal literature search indicated that many investigators have used a dual-task paradigm to investigate listening effort.

The classic dual-task paradigm requires a participant to perform two tasks concurrently. One task is the primary task. In hearing research, this is usually the experimental listening task of interest (e.g., a task of speech recognition in noise). The other task, the secondary task, is used as a competing task. The tasks are administered to a participant under three experimental conditions: (a) the primary task is administered alone (primary-task baseline condition), (b) the secondary task is administered alone (secondary-task baseline condition), and (c) both the primary task and the secondary task are administered (dual-task condition). Typically, listening effort is calculated as the difference in performance on the secondary task between the baseline condition and the dual-task condition. Almost always, the listener is instructed to optimize performance on the primary task regardless of whether it is administered alone or under the dual-task condition. It is expected that performance on the primary task will be the same whether it is performed under the single-task condition or under the dual-task condition ([Figure 1](#fig1-2331216516687287){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.Illustration of the classic method used to measure listening effort.

The theoretical assumption underlying the use of a dual-task paradigm to measure listening effort is that the total processing resources that a person has available to perform tasks are limited in capacity and speed ([@bibr5-2331216516687287]; [@bibr21-2331216516687287]). If the attentional and the other cognitive resources required to perform the primary and the secondary tasks concurrently are less than the total resources available, then the person will be able to perform both tasks optimally. However, if the total resources required to perform both tasks exceed the maximum resources available, the person's processing system will prioritize one of the tasks under the dual-task testing condition. If instructed to optimize performance on the primary task, then a decrease in performance will be observed on the secondary task.

The focus of the present article is on the use of dual-task paradigms to measure listening effort during speech understanding. First, a summary is provided of the main findings reported by investigators that have employed this type of experimental paradigm to measure listening effort for speech among younger and older adults. Then, some unresolved issues related to the use of dual-task paradigms to measure listening effort during speech understanding are discussed.

Methods {#sec2-2331216516687287}
=======

In early 2015, a scoping search was undertaken to retrieve all studies that had used a dual-task paradigm to investigate listening effort for speech understanding. The review procedure did not strictly follow the guidelines for systematic reviews, such as the PRISMA guidelines (<http://www.prisma-statement.org/>). For example, no exact records were kept of the number of publications initially retrieved from each of the searched databases. Furthermore, an evaluation of the quality and strength of the reviewed studies was not undertaken. Nonetheless, a structured approach was applied to retrieving, including, and reviewing the publications. First, PubMed was queried for publications containing the keywords *effort*, *ease of listening*, *cognitive load*, or *processing load* in combination with *hearing*, *listening*, *speech recognition*, *speech understanding*, or *speech perception*, and additionally in combination with *behavioral*, *dual task*, *response delay*, or *response time*, resulting in approximately 80 search results. Furthermore, Google scholar was queried with some of the above listed keywords to browse for publications not detected in the initial PubMed search. In total, approximately 90 publications were identified as potential articles for the review. From this initial list, studies were excluded if they were not peer reviewed, did not include the use of a dual-task paradigm to investigate listening effort, or if the primary task was not a speech-understanding task. Inclusion or exclusion of articles was based on information provided in the title and abstract. If these sources of information were inconclusive, the whole article was scanned for fulfilment of the aforementioned requirements. Each article was rated by one of the authors of the present review. In cases of uncertainty, consensus about the article's suitability was reached by all authors of the current article. Throughout the review process, the reference sections of the included articles were scanned for additional relevant articles.

Ultimately, 25 of the retrieved articles with adult participants were kept for the review. Furthermore, four articles that reported performance for adult participants and that were published during the review process were added to the list of documents reviewed. Hence, the present review of studies on adults is based on 29 articles (see [Table 1](#table1-2331216516687287){ref-type="table"}). Publishing dates of the reviewed studies ranged from 1982 ([@bibr13-2331216516687287]) to 2016 ([@bibr9-2331216516687287]), and the majority of the studies were published after 2010. In addition to the dual-task studies conducted with adults, we retrieved another six articles reporting dual-task studies on listening effort for speech understanding in which the participants were children ([@bibr7-2331216516687287]; Hicks & Tharpe, 2002; Howard, Munro, & Plack, 2010; Hughes & Galvin, 2013; McFadden & Pittman, 2008; Stelmachowicz, Lewis, Choi, & Hoover, 2007). In the current review, detailed reports and discussions of the results will only consider studies in which the participants were adults. Table 1.Summary of Published Articles in Which a Dual-Task Experimental Procedure Was Used to Measure the Listening Effort Expended to Perform a Speech-Understanding Task.(Authors) Research questionParticipantsExperimental tasks usedOther relevant measures or informationFindings for dual taskOther relevant findings([@bibr1-2331216516687287]) Effect of age (younger vs. older listeners with NH\*)Experiment 1: YNH; *N* = 25, 18--33 (23.5) years ONH; *N* = 25, 64--76 (69.0) years Experiment 2: YNH; *N* = 25, 20--43 (24.9) years ONH; *N* = 25, 65--77 (69.4) yearsP: closed-set keyword recognition at SNR for 80% correct; Exp1: auditory-only, Exp2: AV; outcomes: pDTC for %-correct and RTs S: closed-set tactile pattern recognition; outcomes: pDTC for %-correct and RTsSubjective scale (0%--100%) for amount of effortExp1 P: pDTC equal in YNH and ONH for %-correct and RTs S: ONH higher pDTC (greater effort) than YNH for %-correct; pDTCs equal in YNH and ONH for RTs Exp2 P: pDTC equal in YNH and ONH for %-correct and RTs S: pDTCs equal in YNH and ONH for %-correct; ONH higher pDTC (greater effort) than YNH for RTspDTCs generally higher for secondary (tactile) task than for primary task; pDTCs generally higher for AV conditions compared with auditory-only conditions([@bibr2-2331216516687287]) Effects of age (younger vs. older participants with NH); Equal SNR versus SNR that yields same performance levelYNH; *N* = 25, 18--33 (23.5) years ONH: *N* = 25, 64--76 (69.0) yearsP: closed-set keyword recognition; cond1: equated level (−12 dB SNR), cond2: equated performance (SNR for 80% correct); outcomes: pDTC for %-correct and RTs S: closed-set tactile pattern recognition; outcomes: pDTC for %-correct and RTsSubjective scale (0%--100%) for amount of effortCond1 P: ONH lower %-correct and longer RTs than YNH; pDTC: equal in YNH and ONH for %-correct and RTs S: ONH lower %-correct and longer RTs than YNH; pDTC: ONH higher pDTC (greater effort) for %-correct and RTs Cond2 P: ONH and YNH equal %-correct; ONH longer RTs than YNH; pDTC: equal in YNH and ONH for %-correct and RTs S: ONH lower %-correct and longer RTs than YNH; pDTC: ONH higher pDTC (greater effort) for %-correct; equal in YNH and ONH for RTsNo correlations between subjective ratings of effort and dual-task measures.([@bibr3-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: signal processing, SNROHI; *N* = 5; 63--72 (67.2) yearsP: 4-word sentences (auditory); closed-set word recognition, choose from visually displayed alternatives after S-task reaction; SNRs: 0, 3, 6, 9, 12 dB in each condition; 3 conds: control, spectrally enhanced (ENH), spectral enhancement with compression (ENHC) S: judge whether P-task sentence silly or sensible; outcome: absolute RTs for correctly judged, correctly identified sentencesNoneP: %-correct identification higher for ENH and ENHC than for control; %-correct identification equal for ENH and ENHC S: RTs shorter for ENH and ENHC than for control; RTs shorter for ENHC than for ENH; RTs shorter for higher SNRs, however, also P-task performance increased with increasing SNR, thus effect of intelligibility and effort cannot be separated.Benefit from ENH processing twice as large for RTs as for %-correct identification([@bibr9-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: directional microphone, noise reduction algorithmOHI; *N* = 15; 54--768 (65.4) yearsP-Harvard or IEEE sentences in 4-talker female babble S: visual motor tracking; outcome: %-time on moving target; effort: change in outcome from baseline to DTShort Portable Mental Health Status Questionnaire(Pfeiffer, 1975). The digit symbol substitution test (DSST; Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-III; Wechsler, 1997) The letter number sequencing test (LNS) was used to measure participants' working memory performance. self-reported estimates of listening effort expended on the speech-in-noise task were measured us-ingaseven-categoryscaling procedure.Directional microphone reduced listening effort there was a trend for participants to expend less listening effort with the NR algorithm activated in the hearing aids (z4%---but not significant Participants' listening effort was significantly reduced (by ≈5%) with the combined use of the directional microphones and the NR algorithm (NRDM) than with noise processing activated in the hearing aids (NoP). This is mostly accounted for by the DM effectNo correlation between rating scale and dual task cost However, participants did not perceive a difference in listening effort in background noise with and without the respective noise processing schemes (i.e., NR, DM, and NRDM) activated in the hearing aids. We did not find any statistically significant relationships between listening effort with NR, DM, or NRDM and cognitive function (processing speed and working memory). Experiences hearing aid users had worn hearing aids with directional microphones and NR algorithms, bilaterally, for at least 6 mo fitted bilaterally with Starkey HA.([@bibr10-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: masker type, low or high context, age group, hearing statusYNH; *N* = 15; 18--25 (21.7) years ONH; *N* = 15; 55--77 (66.9) years OHI; *N* = 15; 59--76 (68.2) years, experienced HA users, bilaterally fitted with own devicesP: R-SPIN at SNR for 76% correct; maskers: 6-talker babble, 2-talker babble (TTB), SSN; outcome: %-correct target words S: visual motor tracking; outcome: %-time on moving target; effort: change in outcome from baseline to DTSubjective scale (0--100) for "ease of listening"; Rspan for WM function; Digit-Symbol Substitution Test (DSST) for perceptual speed of processing; Visual STROOP test for selective attentionP: constant performance across conditions and groups; performance better for high-context SPIN sentences in all groups S: ONH and OHI higher effort than YNH in TTB and SSN maskers; equal effort for low-and high-context R-SPIN sentences in all groups; ONH and OHI higher effort in SSN and TTB than in six-talker babble; YNH higher effort in six-talker babble than in SSN, effort equal for SSN and TTBSSN: effort--Rspan (*r* = −.30\*); DPRT--DSST (*r* = −.33\*); TTB: effort--Rspan (r = −.25\*); Subjective ratings: SSN easiest, TT hardest; All results for complete study sample;([@bibr11-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: signal processing, low or high context, performance levelOHI; *N* = 12; 50--74 (66.0) years, experienced HA users, bilaterally fitted with own devicesP: R-SPIN at SNR for 76% and 50% correct; with or without NR; masker: 2-talker babble (TTB); outcome: %-correct target words S: visual motor tracking; outcome: %-time on moving target; effort: change in outcome from baseline to DTSubjective scale (0--100) for "ease of listening"; Rspan for WM function; Digit-Symbol Substitution Test (DSST) for perceptual speed of processingP: equal performance with or without NR; word recognition higher for high-context R-SPIN sentences S: without NR: higher effort in 50%-correct than in 76%-correct condition; with NR: no difference in effort between conditions; at −76% correct: lower effort with NR; at 50%-correct: equal effort with/without NR; equal effort for low- and high-context R-SPIN sentencesEffort at 50%-correct with NR--DSST (*r* = −.58\*), not sign. when correcting for multiple comparisons; Subjective ratings: 76% correct condition easier than 50% correct; no difference with/without NR([@bibr13-2331216516687287]) different modalities Effects assessed: amplificationHI; N = 23; 29--68 (51.0) years, experienced HA users, bilaterally fitted with study devicesP: Monosyllabic words; masker: 8-talker babble; targets: 45 dB HL; SNR: 0 dB; outcome: %-correct S: RTs to visual probe (flashing light); effort: change in outcome from baseline to DTNoneP: better word recognition with HA than without (p \< .001) S: lower effort with HA than without (p \< .05), 16% of variance in decreased RT due to HA use; however, note that word recognition with versus without HA was not at the same performance levelNone([@bibr14-2331216516687287]), Effects assessed: spatial configuration, low or high contextYNH; N = 48, 18--24 (19) yearsP: R-SPIN sentences; −5 dB SNR; dichotic: target at 65° to left or right, masker at 65° to other side; conditions: binaural (BIN), monaural^[a](#table-fn2-2331216516687287){ref-type="table-fn"}^ near (MN) or far (MF), unoccluded ear closer to target speaker in MN, closer to masker speaker in MF; outcome: %-correct target words S: push button to turn off light once turned on; outcome: RTs; "attentional effort" = shift in RT from baseline to dual taskPerceived ease of listening ratings; rating scale from 0 (very, very difficult) to 100 (very, very easy); modified direct magnitude estimation (MME)P: performance best for BIN, poorest for MF (p \< .01); better performance for high-context than for low-context sentences; interaction of context- and listening conditions S: attentional effort higher in MF than in BIN and MN; attentional effort in BIN and MN equal (all p \< .01);BIN rated as easiest, MF rated as most difficult (p \< .01); Rated ease--attentional effort: r = −.01, controlling for recognition performance; attentional effort -- word recognition: *r* = −.19, controlling for perceived ease; word recognition--perceived ease: *r* = .71, controlling for attentional effort([@bibr15-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: modality, (SNR vs. performance)Experiment 1 NH; N = 30, 18--41 (25.0) years Experiment 2 NH; N = 30, 18--45 (25.0) yearsP: closed-set keyword recognition; Exp1: equated level (−11 dB SNR) for A-only (80% correct) and AV (96% correct); Exp2:equated performance (80%) at −11 dB SNR for A-only and −19 dB SNR for AV; outcomes: %-correct and RTs S: closed-set tactile pattern recognition; outcomes: %-correct and RTsSubjective scale (0%--100%) for amount of effortExp1 P: S: decrease in %-correct and increase in RTs by dual-task equal for A-only and AV Exp2 P: decrease in %-correct by dual task for AV but not for A-only; increase in RTs by dual-task equal for A-only and AV S: decrease in %-correct and increase in RTs by dual task bigger in AV than in A-onlyExp1 P: overall, %-correct higher in AV than in A-only; RTs equal for AV and A-only S: overall, %-correct and RTs equal for AV and A-only Exp2 P: overall, %-correct equal for AV and A-only; RTs longer for AV than for A-only S: overall, %-correct lower for AV than for A-only; RTs longer for AV than for A-only([@bibr18-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: age group by hearing status, masker characteristics, spatial configurationYNH; N = 10, 20--38 (23) years ONH (some high-frequency mild losses); N = 10, 60--69 (63) yearsSetup: TVM sentences; free field; 3 talkers--1 target, 2 distractors; conds: all talkers at front (FF) or target at front, distractors at 60° right front (F-RF) P1: indicate number (0--2) of distractor sentences played backwards; outcome: %-correct P2: repeat sentence of designated target talker P1 and P2 performed separately (single-task) or congruently (dual- task)Participants instructed to divide their attention equally between both tasksP1: YNH performed better than ONH; F-RF performance better than FF; single-task better than dual-task; P2: YNH and ONH performed equally; F-RF performance better than FF, but only for single-task; single-task better than dual-task; basically no spatial-separation benefit for ONH in dual-task Trend for higher dual-task cost in YNH than in ONH and for F-RF compared with FF condition; Spatial-separation benefit reduced by dual- task; trend for ONH to have greater spatial- separation benefit than YNH in P1 but smaller in P2Age associated with dual-task cost (*i* = .90\*\*) in P1 FF condition, that is, the older, the higher the cost of dividing attention For P2, ONH had a much greater disadvantage when the distractor sentences were played forward (intelligible) than when played backwards, especially in FF cond, thus much bigger susceptibility to semantic interference([@bibr19-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: amplification, signal processing, secondary taskHI; N = 16, 47--69 (65) years; fit with Phonak Micro Exelia BTE HAs;P: word recognition; 8--12 words per list; target speech at 0°, cafeteria babble at 60°, 120°, 180°, 240°, 300°; 3 conds: without HA, with basic HA setting, with advanced HA setting^[b](#table-fn3-2331216516687287){ref-type="table-fn"}^; SNR for 70% correct in advanced HA setting S1: reaction to visual probe; outcome: %-change from single- to dual-task RTs S2: after S1, recall 5 last words of P- task from memorySubjective rating before and after testing; 5 items for concentration, listening effort, distractability, ability to maintain focus, current state of mental drainingP: performance better in aided than unaided conditions; no difference between aided conditions; S1: dual-task cost in RTs was higher in unaided and basic HA conds than with advanced HA settings S2: word recall better with than without HAs; no difference between HA settingsP: performance increased over the course of testing S1: dual-task cost in RTs increased over the course of testing in the unaided but not in the aided conditions S2: word recall remained stable over testing blocks Large variance in S1 effects across participants Increase in subjective fatigue and difficulty to maintain attention post- compared to pre- dual- task testing([@bibr26-2331216516687287])^[c](#table-fn4-2331216516687287){ref-type="table-fn"}^ Effects assessed: hearing status, cognitive status, signal processing, SNROHI H + C + ; N = 10, 60--79 (72.1) years OHI H-C+; N = 10, 70--83 (74.7) years OHI H + C-; N = 10, 68--81 (75.8) years OHI H-C-; N = 10, 65 -- 81 (75.0) yearsP: OLSA matrix test sentence recognition at −4, 0, 4 dB SNR; each SNR with inactive or moderate or strong NR S: visual response time (VRT) task; visually displayed digits; respond differently to even or odd digits; outcome: absolute RTsReading span, used for group assignment (cognitive function), not as an outcome measure; Paired-comparisons of preference ratings for NR settingsP: worse performance (p \< .0001) with strong NR than with inactive NR; performance equal for moderate NR and inactive NR; performance increased with increasing SNR S: VRTs decreased with increasing SNR, differences between all SNRs (p \< .001); VRTs longer for strong NR than for inactive NR (p \< .001); VRTs equal for inactive NR and moderate NRP: H + C+ group performed better than H-C+ (p \< .05) and H-C- (p \< .001) groups; thus, differences driven by HL rather than cognition; Some NR preferred over no NR for all SNRs and all groups, strength of preferred NR dependent on SNR and group([@bibr26-2331216516687287])^[a](#table-fn2-2331216516687287){ref-type="table-fn"}^ Effects assessed: hearing status, cognitive status, signal processing, SNROHI H + C+; N = 10, 60--80 (73.0) years OHI H-C+; N = 10, 71--84 (75.0) years OHI H + C-; N = 10, 69--82 (76.6) years OHI H-C-; N = 10, 66--82 (75.5) yearsP: OLSA matrix test sentence recognition at −4 and 0 dB SNR; each SNR in 5 NR conditions with processing in signal and noise S: visual response time (VRT) task; visually displayed digits; respond differently to even or odd digits; outcome: RTs relative to median of several baseline conditionsSubjective effort ratings for sentences at −4, 0, 4 dB; 9-point rating scale ranging from "completely effortless" to "maximally effortful"; Reading span, used for group assignment (cognitive function), not as an outcome measure; Paired-comparisons preference ratings for NR settingsP: performance different for different NR settings, best for NR processing on noise only (no processing on signal); performance better (p \< .0001) at 0 dB than at −4 dB SNR; S: VRTs shorter (p \< .05) at 0 dB than at -4 dB SNR; VRTs longer (p \< .01) with NR processing in signal *and* noise than for other conditions, other conditions equal to each otherP: performance of H + C+ group better than of H−C+ (p \< 0.01) and H−C− (p \< 0.001) groups. S: VRTs equal for listener groups Subjective effort decreased with increasing SNR; effort ratings different for different NR settings, lowest for NR processing in signal *and* noise; no differences between groups NR processing in signal *and* noise preferred over all other NR settings; no differences by group or SNR([@bibr28-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: signal processing (NR), masker language, WM span (high or low)OHI; N = 26, 56--65 (62.4) years; experienced HA usersP: repeat sentence-final word (for half of the sentence lists only); conds: 4 - talker babble (language same as target speech or Cantonese), with or without binary masking NR; at individual SNR for 95% word recognition; outcome: %-correct word recognition S: free recall of all sentence-final words from last set of P-task sentences; outcome: %-correctReading span for WM capacity, division into low-span and high-span group; Note: only for half the sentence lists there was an actual dual-task situation. For the other half, there was only the S-taskP: performance with same-language babble without NR processing poorer (ca 93% correct) than for other conds. (close to 100% correct) S: in same-language babble, recall better with than without NR; in Cantonese babble, no difference between with or without NR; high-span group outperformed low-span for primacy list items, but not for asymptote or recency; for low-span (but not for high-span) group performance better with than without NR for recency items, but not for primacy or asymptote;Different strategies in recall by span group; low-span group tendency to recall words from late list positions, no such effect in high-span group([@bibr29-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: signal processing, secondary taskYNH; N = 19, 19--25 (22) years CI simulation (noise vocoding)P: Recognition of vocoded sentences; conds: 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, or 24 channels or no processing (control); at self-adjusted level 65--75 dB SPL; outcome: %-correct words S1: rhyme judgments for visually presented monosyllabic words; button press yes or no; outcome: RTs for correct responses S2: mental rotation of Japanese characters; judgment whether two displayed characters are the same when rotated; button press yes/no; outcome: RTs for correct responsesRating of perceived workload; NASA task- load index (TLX)P: no difference in performance by choice of secondary task; performance improved from 2 to 4 channels and from 4 to 6 channels, for 6 or more channels stable at ceiling S: RTs decreased from 2 to 4, 4 to 6, and 6 to 8 channels, stable for 8 or more channels; thus, RTs decreased where speech recognition stable; reduction of RTs by increased no. of channels bigger for RTs during primary task than between primary-task trialsS: Training effects in RTs for both secondary tasks over the course of the experiment Both dual-task conditions judged as more effortful than the single-task conditions; ratings equal for the two secondary tasks; decrease in effort ratings for conditions up to 6 channels(Pals, Sarampalis, van Rijn, & Baskent, 2015) Effects assessed: performance level, noise type, \# of vocoded channels for speech recognition taskYNH; N = 19, M = 19 (18--25) yearsP: Sentence understanding; conds: quiet, SSN, 8-talker babble, at individual SNRs for 79% correct and for near ceiling (NC) S: rhyme judgments for pairs of visually presented monosyllabic words; outcome: RTs for correct responses, separate for judgments during vs. between P-task stimuliWAIS for processing speed; reading span for working memory capacity Note: this study is also listed under the single- task studies for response delaysP: intelligibility as intended S: RTs longer in masker than in quiet; no effect of noise type or intelligibility level on RTsWAIS predicted RTs([@bibr32-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: modality, masker type, effect of WMC and lipreading ability on A-only versus AV effortNH; N = 20, 19--44 (27.9) yearsP: recognition of monosyllabic words in quiet or 4-talker babble; sets of 5 words; individual SNR for 75%- correct; conds: A-only and AV; outcome: %-correct S: Recall of presented words (sets of 5 words); outcome: %-correctRating of degree of effort put into hearing what was said; 11-point scale from "no effort" to "lots of effort"; Lipreading skills, Revised Shortened Utley Sentence Lipreading Test (ReSULT), visual- only sentence recognition WM capacity, automated operation span task (AOSPAN), solving of simple equations, memorization of lettersP: performance better in quiet than in babble; performance equal for A-only and AV conditions; no effect of serial position within set of words S: word recall better in quiet than in noise; effect of serial position: better recall for positions 4 and 5 than for positions 1--3; recall equal for A-only and AV conditionsSubjectively rated effort larger in babble than in quiet; no difference in effort ratings for A-only versus AV testing or by serial position; P: In babble: those with better lipreading benefited more from provision of visual cues (AV compared to A-only) in primary task S: devision into low-AOSPAN and high-AOSPAN groups: in babble, high-AOSPAN group had higher recall benefit from provision of visual cues (AV compared to A- only), but in quiet, recall for high-AOSPAN group worse in AV than in A-only([@bibr33-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: modality, amplificationHI; N = 27, 49--89 (65.3) years Fitted with Phonak Savia 211 BTEsP: recognition of monosyllabic words in quiet and 4-talker babble; individual SNR for 50%--70% correct; A-only and AV; aided and unaided testing S: reaction to visual probe; react to red rectangle but not to white; outcome: RTs to probe trialsLipreading skills, ReSULT, (see previous entry) WM capacity, AOSPAN (see previous entry) Verbal processing speed, lexical decision task (LDT), real word or not? outcome: RTsP: performance better in quiet than in babble, effect bigger for AV than A-only condition; in quiet, AV performance better than A-only, but not in babble; HA benefit larger in A-only than in AV condition, but small in both; HA-benefit benefit larger in quiet than in babble S: RTs equal for A-only and AV conditions; RTs shorter in quiet than in babble; RTs shorter with than without HAs Overall, RT effects small and with big variance across listenersS: HA benefit in RTs for A-only and AV correlated with each other; HA benefit in RTs associated with processing speed; for unaided quiet, RTs of listeners with better lipreading and faster verbal processing speed benefited more from visual cues; for unaided quiet and aided babble, RTs of listeners with smaller AOSPAN benefited more from visual cues([@bibr31-2331216516687287]) Effect of secondary- task complexity on paradigm sensitivity to listening effort Effects assessed: modality, hearing status, secondary taskYNH; N = 17, 21--24 (23.0) years HI; N = 17, 23--73 (60.1) years; sensorineur al HL, unaided testingP: recognition of monosyllabic words in quiet or 4-talker babble; individual SNR for 80% correct; A-only and AV; outcome: %-correct S1 (simple): reaction to visual probe; react to red rectangle but not to white S2 (complex): reaction to visual stimulus; choice of response button based on even or odd digit S3 (semantic): semantic-category judgment of primary-task word, hit response button if word was a noun Outcome for all S-tasks: RTsNoneYNH P: performance better in quiet than in babble; performance equal for all S-task conditions; performance equal for A-only and AV conditions S: RTs longer for semantic than for complex and simple S-tasks and also longer for complex than for simple; RTs equal in quiet and babble for simple and complex S-tasks, but longer in babble than in noise for semantic S-task; RTs equal for A-only and AV in all S-tasks HI P: performance better in quiet than in babble; in quiet, performance better for AV than A-only, but equal in babble; performance equal for all S-task conditions S: RTs longer in babble than in quiet for all S-tasks; RTs longest for semantic S-task, intermediate for complex S-task, shortest for simple S-task; RTs equal in A-only and AV conds for all S-tasksNone(Picou, Gordon, & Ricketts, 2016) Effect of noise and reverberationYNH; N = 18, 22--30 (24.8) yearsP: recognition of monosyllabic words, outcome: % correct; in quiet, 3 levels of reverberation (low, moderate, high); one SNR with low reverberation, two SNRs with moderate reverberation, two SNRs with high reverberation, see RQs; S: word-class judgment of primary-task word, hit response button if word was a noun; outcome: RTs (all button presses, not only correct)RQ A: effect of babble (vs. quiet) with low or mode- rate or high reverb at constant intelligibility (ca 84%) RQ B: for constant moderate reverb, effect of babble (84% or 77% correct) vs. quiet; RQ C: at constant SNR, effect of low vs. moderate reverb; RQ D: at constant SNR, effect of moderate vs high reverbP: not constant 84% as intended across reverb levels (RQ A), poorer performance with high reverb S: RQ A: RTs longer in babble than in quiet for all reverb levels; no difference between RTs for different reverb levels, neither in quiet nor babble RQ B: for constant reverb, RTs longer with babble than in quiet, longer for 77% correct than for 84% correct RQ C and D: for constant SNRs, no difference in RTs between reverb levelsRTs not correlated with word recognition, neither in quiet nor in babble and at no reverb level; RTs correlated with each other, across babble conditions and reverb levels; Word recognition scores not correlated with each other across conditions; Age not correlated with RTs or word recognition scores (note, all YNH!)([@bibr35-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: Exp1: hearing status, Exp2: hearing status by ageExp1 YNH; N = 8, ages not reported YHI; N = 9, ages not reported Exp2 YNH; N = 11, 21--29 (24) years HI; N = 11, 52--73 (62) years, presbycusis, mostly HA usersP: conds: listening 60 sec to (1) steady- state speech noise, (2) speech passages, questions on passages answered after digit recall; stimuli at 65 dB SPL for YNH, at most comfortable loudness for YHI and HI S: digit recall; string of digits presented before P-task, ordered recall after P- task; Exp1: 9-digit strings, Exp2: 9--13 - digit strings; outcome: number correct recallsListeners instructed to give equal priority to speech listening and digit recallExp1 S: digit recall better after noise than after speech trials; digit recall equal for YNH and YHI after noise trials, poorer for YHI than for YNH after speech trials; difference between noise and speech trials bigger for YHI than for YNH Exp2 S: recall better for YNH than for OHI; digit recall better after noise than after speech trials, effect bigger for OHI than for YNH Expressed as %-change from baseline (recall after noise) to recall after speech, the YHI group from Exp1 had the overall biggest decrease in performance from speech trialsNone([@bibr36-2331216516687287]) Compare speechreading under focused attention and divided attentionParticipants = 30 normal- hearing young adultsStimuli were low-pass filtered 22 consonants presented in a a-C-v context 4 conditions: AV, V, A, V with concurrent auditory processing PRIMARY task was an auditory syllable detection task V-AP condition required the performance of the VCV lipreading task with attention divided between auditory and visual modalities. Subjects were provided a second set of written instructions prior to administration of the end detection practice list and V-AP test condition. Subjects were instructed to maintain the same level of accuracy on the end detection task under the V-AP condition as that achieved on the practice list.noneResults indicate that lipreading performance during divided attention was significantly lower than that measured during focused attention. The performance decrement suggests that simultaneous processing of the lipreading and auditory tasks exceeded capacity; with attention divided between modalities a sufficient amount of capacity was not available for optimal processing of visual stimuli, causing lipreading performance to suffer.([@bibr40-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: signal processing, low or high context, SNR, secondary task (?)Exp1 YNH; = 25, 18--26 (20.0) years Exp2 YNH; = 25, 19--27 (ca. 21) yearsExp1 P: R-SPIN sentences; conds: in quiet at 65 dB SPL, in 4-talker babble at −2/+2 dB SNR with babble at 65 dB SPL; in babble unprocessed or with NR; outcome: %-correct targets S: remember last word of each sentence; recall after 8 sentences; outcome: %-correct Exp2 P: IEEE sentences; conds: in quiet at 65 dB SPL, in 4-talker babble at −6, −2, or+2 dB SNR with babble at 65 dB SPL; in babble unprocessed or with NR; outcome: %-correct targets S: complex visual RT task for speed of processing; different response for odd/even digit: arrow pointing toward/away from digit; outcome: RTsNoneExp1 P: performance better at high SNR than at low SNR; performance perfect for low- and high-context sentences in quiet, in babble better for high- than for low- context; negative effect of NR at −2 dB SNR independent of context S: recall better for high- than for low- context words; for low-context: recall better in quiet than in babble, better at 2 dB SNR than at −2 dB SNR, almost no effect of NR; for high-context: recall better in quiet than in babble, with NR recall equal at −2 and +2 dB SNR, without NR, recall better at +2 dB SNR, recall equal with and without NR at 2 dB SNR, but recall poorer with NR at -2 dB SNR Exp2 P: performance perfect in quiet; performance decreased with decreasing SNR; no effect of NR S: RTs increased with decreasing SNR; effect of NR only at lowest SNR (-6 dB SNR): RTs shorter with NRNone(Seeman & Sims, 2015) Comparison of psychophysiologic al and dual-task on listening effortYNH; N = 46 (divided into 3 groups), 18--38 (21.2) yearsGroup 3: DT experiment (N = 15 or 16) P: sentences-in-noise (SIN) at +15, +5 dB SNR in steady-state noise; outcome: total number of correct keywords (max 75, 5 per sentence) S: visual letter identification; press button when displayed letter is target letter; outcome: %-correct and RTs, RT outcomes proportional: (RTdual -- RTsingle)/RTsingleGroup 1: diotic-dichotic digit listening with psychophys measures Group 2: SIN understanding with psychophys measures Psychophys measures: skin conductance (SC), heart-rate variability (HRV), heart rate (HR) Subjective: NASA Task Load Index (TLX), except physical demand scaleNoneP: 100% correct at +15 dB SNR, 83% correct at +5 dB SNR S: at +15 dB SNR RTs not different from baseline; at +5 dB SNR, RTs longer than at baseline and at +15 dB SNRExp1 P: performance better at high SNR than at low SNR; performance perfect for low- and high-context sentences in quiet, in babble better for high- than for low- context; negative effect of NR at −2 dB SNR independent of contextNASA TLX: higher load for dual than for single tasks, load increased for decreasing SNRs (Groups 2 and 3), load increased with task complexity for dichotic digits (Group 1) HRV was sensitive to dichotic task complexity (Group 1) and to high (+15/+10 dB) vs low (+5/0 dB) SNRs (Group 2); HR and SC had some sensitivity No correlations of psychophys measures or RTs with NASA TLXNoneExp1 P: R-SPIN sentences; conds: in quiet at 65 dB SPL, in 4-talker babble at -2/+2 dB SNR with babble at 65 dB SPL; in babble unprocessed or with NR; outcome: %-correct targets S: remember last word of each sentence; recall after 8 sentences; outcome: %-correct Exp2 P: IEEE sentences; conds: in quiet at 65 dB SPL, in 4-talker babble at −6, −2, or+2 dB SNR with babble at 65 dB SPL; in babble unprocessed or with NR; outcome: %-correct targets S: complex visual RT task for speed of processing; different response for odd/even digit: arrow pointing toward/away from digit; outcome: RTsS: recall better for high- than for low- context words; for low-context: recall better in quiet than in babble, better at 2 dB SNR than at -2 dB SNR, almost no effect of NR; for high-context: recall better in quiet than in babble, with NR recall equal at −2 and +2 dB SNR, without NR, recall better at +2 dB SNR, recall equal with and without NR at 2 dB SNR, but recall poorer with NR at −2 dB SNR Exp2 P: performance perfect in quiet; performance decreased with decreasing SNR; no effect of NR S: RTs increased with decreasing SNR; effect of NR only at lowest SNR (-6 dB SNR): RTs shorter with NR([@bibr42-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: age, proposition density in continuous passagesYNH; N = 18, 18--20 (18.3) years ONH; N = 18, 60--80 (69.6) yearsP: listen to expository passages (ca. 230 words), repeat content later on in own words; two levels of proposition density S1: simple RT, press button, when letter "J" on screen S2: choice RT, press one button for letter "J", press different button for letter "H"Group 3: DT experiment (N = 15 or 16) P: sentences-in-noise (SIN) at +15, +5 dB SNR in steady-state noise; outcome: total number of correct keywords (max 75, 5 per sentence) S: visual letter identification; press button when displayed letter is target letter; outcome: %-correct and RTs, RT outcomes proportional: (RTdual -- RTsingle)/RTsingleReading and listening span for working memoryGroup 1: diotic- dichotic digit listening with psychophys measures Group 2: SIN understanding with psychophys measures Psychophys measures: skin conductance (SC), heart-rate variability (HRV), heart rate (HR) Subjective: NASA Task Load Index (TLX), except physical demand scaleP: recall better for low-density than for high-density passages, recall equal for both S-tasks; performance in all conditions similar for YNH and ONH but high-level propositions (in hierarchy) better recalled than low-level and this effect larger in ONH than in YNH; S: YNH faster than ONH; responses faster for simple-RT task than for choice-RT task; responses faster for low-density than for high-density passages but only for choice-RT task; dual-task cost was greater for ONH than for YNH for simple- RT task but not for choice-RT taskP: 100% correct at +15 dB SNR, 83% correct at +5 dB SNR S: at +15 dB SNR RTs not different from baseline; at +5 dB SNR, RTs longer than at baseline and at +15 dB SNRReading and listening span combined into one WM span measure; YNH had larger WM spans than ONH; WM span associated with proposition recall in single-task (*r* = .55\*\*) and dual-task (*r* = .33\*); WM span associated with simple-RT performance in dual-task (*r* = −.40\*) and with choice-RT performance in single-task (*r* = −.52\*\*) and dual-task (*r* = −.54\*\*)NASA TLX: higher load for dual than for single tasks, load increased for decreasing SNRs (Groups 2 and 3), load increased with task complexity for dichotic digits (Group 1) HRV was sensitive to dichotic task complexity (Group 1) and to high (+15/+10 dB) vs low (+5/0 dB) SNRs (Group 2); HR and SC had some sensitivity No correlations of psychophys measures or RTs with NASA TLX([@bibr41-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: age group, hearing status, semantic relatedness of words in word listsY; N = 24, 20--46 (27.9) years (YNH, N = 12; YHI (mild); N = 12) O; N = 24, 67--80 (73.9) years (ONH, N = 12; OHI (mild), N = 12)P: word list at 70 dB SPL, followed by 30-second counting task, followed by word recall; conds: semantically related and unrelated word lists; outcome: number of correctly recalled words S: visual motor tracking during responses to P-task (after counting task); outcome: %-time on moving target; speed individually set to 50 - 60% tracking accuracy; effort: change in outcome from baseline to DTNH and HI groups matched on 3 cognitive measures (backward digit span for verbal WM, word-list recall for episodic memory, trail making A and B for executive control)P: recall better for related than for unrelated word lists; recall better in Y than in O listeners but effect of dual-task similar in both groups; age x list-type interaction: O greater benefit of word relatedness than Y; NH groups performed better than HI, effect bigger in Y than in O S: effort larger for O than for Y, i.e., larger dual-task cost in O; HI poorer performance than NH, especially in O group;None([@bibr43-2331216516687287])^[d](#table-fn5-2331216516687287){ref-type="table-fn"}^ Effects assessed: secondary-task modality, signal processing (not in Has)YNH; N = 21, 19--27 (21.0) yearsP: sentence recognition; 4 vocoding conds: clear speech, six-band (NV-hi), six-band compressed (NV-lo), spectrally rotated (rNV); yes/no response for sentence intelligibility S1: auditory distracters: 400-ms noise bursts; non-targets: long onset, sharp offset; targets: sharp onset, long offset; diotic to P-task stimuli; yes/no response whether a target in trial S2: visual distracters: 200-ms presentations of cross-hatched white ellipses on black background; non- targets: solid lines; targets: dashed lines; yes/no response whether a target in trialP: listen to expository passages (ca. 230 words), repeat content later on in own words; two levels of proposition density S1: simple RT, press button, when letter "J" on screen S2: choice RT, press one button for letter "J", press different button for letter "H"For each trial, visual prompt cued attention to a single stimulus stream: "Speech" for speech stimuli, "Chirps" for auditory distracters, "Footballs" for visual distracters. Next to behavioral results, fMRI data were gathered. Reading and listening span for working memoryResults reported for attended conditions P: clear speech and NV-hi equally intelligible, better than NV-lo, which was better than rNV S1 and S2: Performance better than chance; performance better for visual distracters than for auditory distracters; performance unaffected by condition in (unattended) P-task P: recall better for low-density than for high-density passages, recall equal for both S-tasks; performance in all conditions similar for YNH and ONH but high-level propositions (in hierarchy) better recalled than low-level and this effect larger in ONH than in YNH; S: YNH faster than ONH; responses faster for simple-RT task than for choice-RT task; responses faster for low-density than for high-density passages but only for choice-RT task; dual-task cost was greater for ONH than for YNH for simple- RT task but not for choice-RT taskNone Reading and listening span combined into one WM span measure; YNH had larger WM spans than ONH; WM span associated with proposition recall in single-task (*r* = .55\*\*) and dual-task (*r* = .33\*); WM span associated with simple-RT performance in dual-task (*r* = −.40\*) and with choice-RT performance in single-task (*r* = − .52\*\*) and dual-task (*r* = −.54\*\*)([@bibr46-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: amplification by signal processingExp1 OHI; N = 29, 56--85 (72.7) years; 25 were experience HA users Exp2 OHI; N = 19, 56--85 (71.7) years; subset of Exp1 participants Exp3 YNH; N = 14, 20--37 (23.4) yearsExp1 P: Connected speech test (CST); %- correct keyword repetition; stimuli prerecorded in car with noise at 75 dBA, SNR −1 dB, 3 conds: unaided, aided omnidirectional (OMNI), aided directional to back (DIR); testing with individually amplified speech (NAL- NL1); S: driving performance; mean, SD, interquartile range (IQR) of driving distance to lead vehicle; smaller numbers = better performance Exp2 (as Sarampalis et al., 2009) P: Speech recognition; 3 conds: unaided, OMNI, DIR S: complex visual RT task; different response for odd/even digit; outcome: RTs Exp3 as Exp2Participants were asked to pay equal amounts of attention to P and S tasks.Exp1 P: single-task performance better than dual-task; OMNI better than unaided, DIR better than unaided and OMNI S: baseline better than dual-task; dual-task performance and dual-task cost equal for all HA conditions Exp2 P: performance equal for single- and dual- task; performance better for OMNI than for unaided and better for DIR than for OMNI and unaided S: baseline better than dual-task; dual-task performance and dual-task cost equal for all HA conditions Exp3 P: performance better in DIR than in unaided and OMNI S: baseline better than dual-task; dual-task performance better (and cost lower) in DIR than in unaided and OMNIRTs in Exp2 were associated with driving performance in Exp1 (*r* = 0.5\*) Benefit of DIR for RTs larger for YNH in Exp3 than for OHI in Exp2([@bibr47-2331216516687287]) Effects assessed: hearing status, spatial configuration, masker characteristicsNH; N = 8, 51--61 (Med = 55.0) years HI; N = 8, 59--66 (Med = 64.0) years+P: CRM at 65 dB SPL (0 dB SNR), with NAL-R gain for HI listeners; masker: 2 competing talkers; 4 conds for target- masker relationship: (1) sex differences and spatial separation, (2) sex difference only, (3) spatial separation only, (4) no cues; spatial separation 15° in Exp1, 60° in Exp 2; outcome: %-correct target words S: visual motor tracking; movement speed set to individual 60% accuracy; outcome: %-time on moving target; effort: change in outcome from baseline to DTNoneExp1 (15° spatial separation) P: HI performed worse than NH in all conds but the no-cue cond (p \< .001); in both groups, equal performance for both-cues and sex-cues conds; in HI, equal performance also for spatial-cues and no-cues conds; pattern true for both single-task and dual-task conds S: tracking-accuracy lower in dual-task cond; group -- cue-type interaction: *During listening of P-task:* in NH, DT cost lower in both-cues than in spatial-cue cond, lower in no-cue than in spatial- cues and sex-cues conds; in HI, lower DT cost in both-cues than in sex-cues cond, lower DT cost in no-cue than in sex-cues and spatial-cues conds;Exp1 Spatial-separation benefit in P- task associated with reductions of cost in S-task (r = -.59\*)*During response of P-task*: same pattern as during listening Exp2 (60° spatial separation) P: all conds different from each other, except for sex-cues and spatial-cues conds; S: *During listening of P-task:* DT-cost lower for both-cues than for sex-cues cond, lower for no-cue than for spatial-cues and sex-cues conds; *During response of P-task*: DT-cost equal for spatial-cue and sex-cue conds, lower for no-cue than for spatial-cues and sex- cues conds, lower for both-cues than for sex-cues conds[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5]

The publications that had been judged to be eligible for the current review were read by at least one of the authors to extract the following information incorporated into a Master Table (see [Table 1](#table1-2331216516687287){ref-type="table"}): participant characteristics (e.g., age, hearing status, other relevant factors), research question addressed in the study, primary task used, secondary task used, test conditions applied, other relevant dependent variables measured, main findings reported from the dual-task data, other related findings reported by the investigators, and any other relevant comments related to the article.

Results {#sec3-2331216516687287}
=======

The reviewed articles were evaluated regarding their findings on listening effort during speech understanding on the one hand and regarding methodological issues connected to dual-task paradigms on the other hand.

Summary of Findings {#sec4-2331216516687287}
-------------------

### Effects of age {#sec5-2331216516687287}

Several studies compared the amount of listening effort expended by younger and older adults when performing a speech-understanding task ([@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]; [@bibr10-2331216516687287]; [@bibr18-2331216516687287]; [@bibr35-2331216516687287]; [@bibr41-2331216516687287]; [@bibr42-2331216516687287]). Generally, the results of these studies indicate that older adults (with normal or near-normal pure-tone detection thresholds) expend a greater amount of listening effort to recognize speech in noise than younger adults. This finding holds both for when the primary and the secondary tasks are administered under identical conditions (e.g., at the same signal-to-noise ratio \[SNR\]) to the two age-groups and when both groups are tested at the same level of performance by adjusting the SNR at which a given participant performs the speech task ([@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]).

### Effects of the hearing status {#sec6-2331216516687287}

In some studies, a dual-task paradigm was used to investigate the effects of hearing status on listening effort among adult participants ([@bibr10-2331216516687287]; [@bibr18-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr33-2331216516687287]; [@bibr41-2331216516687287]; [@bibr47-2331216516687287]). In general, the results of these investigations revealed that listeners with hearing loss deploy more listening effort than their age-matched counterparts with normal hearing acuity, especially when the speech-understanding task is administered in noise.

### Effects of the perceptual modality in which the speech is presented {#sec7-2331216516687287}

Some investigators compared the listening effort expended by participants as a function of whether the speech stimuli were presented audiovisually or in an auditory-alone modality ([@bibr1-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287]; [@bibr32-2331216516687287], [@bibr33-2331216516687287]).

The results reported by Gagné and his collaborators revealed that when the speech stimuli were presented at the same SNR in both perceptual modalities, the listening effort expended to understand speech was greater in the auditory-alone modality ([@bibr1-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287]). However, when both modalities were tested at the same primary-task performance level (i.e., poorer SNR in the audiovisual condition), speech understanding was more effortful in the audiovisual condition than in the auditory-alone condition. In contrast, Picou and coworkers ([@bibr32-2331216516687287], [@bibr33-2331216516687287]) found that the provision of visual cues did not significantly increase listening effort for speech stimuli. Moreover, [@bibr33-2331216516687287] observed that better lip readers were more likely to derive benefit from the provision of visual cues and show a reduction in listening effort relative to an auditory-only condition. Clearly, more research is needed to account for the different findings reported by these two groups of investigators. One possible explanation may be the dual-task paradigm used; one group of investigators used a concurrent dual-task paradigm ([@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287]), whereas the other group used a sequential paradigm ([@bibr32-2331216516687287], 2013).

### Relationship between dual-task outcomes and cognitive abilities {#sec8-2331216516687287}

The relationship between the amount of listening effort expended during speech understanding and measures of cognitive abilities was assessed in several studies. For example, in some of the studies reviewed, the participants also performed a test of working memory capacity (WMC; [@bibr7-2331216516687287]; [@bibr10-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr32-2331216516687287], [@bibr33-2331216516687287]; [@bibr41-2331216516687287], [@bibr42-2331216516687287]).

[@bibr10-2331216516687287] reported a significant correlation between outcomes on the Reading-Span test and listening effort in a group of participants who had hearing loss and who were fitted with hearing aids. Similarly, [@bibr42-2331216516687287] reported that WMC was a good predictor of listening effort. [@bibr32-2331216516687287] investigated listening effort for a speech recognition task administered in two modalities: auditory alone and audiovisual. The authors reported that participants who were good speech readers and who had a large WMC deployed less effort to perform the speech-understanding tasks. However, in other studies, the investigators failed to demonstrate that WMC was correlated to the listening effort displayed by adults with hearing loss who used hearing aids ([@bibr9-2331216516687287]; [@bibr11-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]). Furthermore, no associations with listening effort in listeners with a hearing loss were observed for a Stroop test of selective attention ([@bibr10-2331216516687287]) or the Digit Symbol Substitution Test for processing speed ([@bibr9-2331216516687287]; [@bibr11-2331216516687287]). In summary, current results are inconclusive concerning the relationship between dual-task cost during speech understanding and WMC or other cognitive abilities.

### Relationship between dual-task outcomes and self-report measures of listening effort {#sec9-2331216516687287}

Questionnaires incorporating Likert-like rating scales have been used to assess self-report listening effort. Two examples of such questionnaires are the *Quality of hearing* subscale of the "Speech, Spatial, and Qualities of Hearing" Scale ([@bibr17-2331216516687287]) and the Device-Oriented Subjective Outcome ([@bibr8-2331216516687287]). Also, some investigators have used a unidimensional rating scale (e.g., ranging from *no effort* to *an extremely high level of effort*) to quantify the perceived listening effort during a listening task ([@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]; [@bibr9-2331216516687287]; [@bibr10-2331216516687287], [@bibr11-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr32-2331216516687287]).

Several investigators have examined the relationship between behavioral and self-report measures of listening effort (or *ease of listening*; which can be considered the opposite of listening effort). In general, no associations between the two types of measures were observed ([@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]; [@bibr9-2331216516687287]; [@bibr10-2331216516687287], [@bibr11-2331216516687287]; [@bibr14-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287]; [@bibr19-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr29-2331216516687287]; [@bibr33-2331216516687287]). This consistent finding suggests that dual-task experimental paradigms may not measure the same attributes of listening effort as the concepts used by listeners when asked to rate the effort that was required to perform a specified speech-understanding task. Accordingly, [@bibr24-2331216516687287] have suggested that the term listening effort should be used as an umbrella term for *processing effort* (in terms of resource allocation) during listening on the one hand and for *perceived effort* (self-reported experience) on the other hand. [@bibr25-2331216516687287] suggested that the term *dual-task cost* be used to describe the results obtained when a dual-task paradigm is used as a measure of listening effort.

### Relationship between dual-task outcomes and other independent variables {#sec10-2331216516687287}

This section summarizes how dual-task outcomes for listening effort are influenced by the characteristics of the masking signal, the SNR at which the speech task is administered, linguistic characteristics of the speech signal, and amplification or specific signal-processing algorithms incorporated into hearing aids.

#### Characteristics of the masker {#sec11-2331216516687287}

In most of the studies reviewed, the speech material was presented in the presence of an interfering signal. In some of the studies, the interfering signal consisted of a masking noise ([@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287]). In two other studies, cafeteria noise was used as an interfering signal ([@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]). Other investigators used speech as an interfering signal (e.g., [@bibr3-2331216516687287]; [@bibr28-2331216516687287]; [@bibr32-2331216516687287], [@bibr33-2331216516687287]; [@bibr47-2331216516687287]). In one of the studies, the interfering signal consisted of backward speech ([@bibr18-2331216516687287]). A thorough discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of using nonspeech signals as an interfering signal (i.e., purely energetic masking) versus speech stimuli (which includes both energetic and semantic or informational masking) is beyond the scope of the present review. Several investigators have discussed these two types of masking signals in relation to performance on speech-understanding tasks ([@bibr6-2331216516687287]; [@bibr16-2331216516687287]; [@bibr23-2331216516687287]; [@bibr39-2331216516687287]).

[@bibr10-2331216516687287] found that the type of the masking signal had an influence on listening effort but the effect was different for younger and older listeners. [@bibr18-2331216516687287] found that listening effort is influenced by the spatial configuration of the masking source relative to the target speech. [@bibr47-2331216516687287] reported that the availability of spatial separation cues or voice-difference cues also has an effect on listening effort.

#### SNR at which the speech task is administered {#sec12-2331216516687287}

In some studies, the effect of the SNR on dual-task outcomes was tested ([@bibr3-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr40-2331216516687287]). In all of these studies, it was found that performance on the secondary task improved (i.e., the dual-task cost decreased) when the SNR was improved. However, it is noteworthy that in those studies, performance on the primary task also improved as the SNR improved. Hence, it is not possible to rule out the possibility that the reduction in dual-task cost on the secondary task was attributable to the fact that the primary task became less difficult as the SNR was improved.

A related issue is the SNR at which the speech-understanding task is administered. In most of the studies reviewed, the SNR selected was such that it yielded a high-level speech-understanding accuracy score (e.g., 80% correct), while avoiding ceiling effects. In a recent study Wu et al. (2016) used a dual-task paradigm to investigate listening effort as a function of the SNR at which the primary speech recognition task was administered. For each experimental condition of the primary task, RTs to both an easy task (i.e., visual probe detection) and a difficult task (i.e., a color Stroop test) were used to measure performance for the secondary task. Three different (but related) experiments yielded a similar pattern of results concerning the secondary task. Specifically, RTs for the secondary task had a maximum duration when the SNR was set so that the primary-task performance level yielded speech recognition scores that were in the range of 30% to 50% correct (i.e., at SNRs of −2 and 0 dB). RTs for the secondary task were shorter when the SNR was set to yield either lower or higher speech recognition scores. The unexpected finding in these experiments is that the maximum duration RT was not observed under the experimental condition in which the sentences were presented at the poorest SNRs. The findings reported by Wu et al. (2016) suggest that the experimental condition under which listening effort is most likely to be revealed occurs when the primary speech-perception task is designed to results in a performance level that gives a percent correct response rate between 30% and 50%.

#### Linguistic characteristics of the speech signal {#sec13-2331216516687287}

In some studies, the revised Speech in Noise Test ([@bibr4-2331216516687287]; [@bibr44-2331216516687287]) was used to assess listening effort using a dual-task paradigm ([@bibr10-2331216516687287], [@bibr11-2331216516687287]; [@bibr14-2331216516687287]; [@bibr40-2331216516687287]). The results of these investigations showed that listening effort was greater for the low-predictability sentences than for the high-predictability sentences.

#### Amplification or specific types of signal processing {#sec14-2331216516687287}

A number of investigators have reported the effects of amplification or specific types of signal-processing algorithms on listening effort. Overall, regardless of the type of dual-task paradigm used, listening effort appears to decrease with the use of (a) amplification ([@bibr3-2331216516687287]; [@bibr13-2331216516687287]; [@bibr19-2331216516687287]; [@bibr33-2331216516687287]), (b) dynamic-range compression ([@bibr3-2331216516687287]), (c) noise-reduction algorithms ([@bibr11-2331216516687287]; [@bibr40-2331216516687287]), (d) directional microphones ([@bibr46-2331216516687287]), (e) advanced compared with basic hearing-aid settings ([@bibr19-2331216516687287]), and (f) combinations of directional microphones and noise reduction ([@bibr9-2331216516687287]). However, it should be noted that sometimes, changes in listening effort were observed only for some of the experimental conditions tested. In fact, in two studies, it was found that the use of an aggressive noise-reduction algorithm resulted in an increase in listening effort ([@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]). At the present time, it is not clear whether the differences in findings across the studies are due to differences in the noise-reduction algorithms used, differences in the dual-task paradigms employed, differences in other components of the experimental procedures, or differences in the characteristics of the participants.

Methodological Issues and Design Considerations {#sec15-2331216516687287}
-----------------------------------------------

While analyzing the studies retained for the present review, it became evident that several decisions made during the design stage of investigations incorporating a dual-task paradigm may influence the results obtained. This section reviews some of the identified methodological issues.

### Type of dual-task paradigm (concurrent vs. sequential) {#sec16-2331216516687287}

Under the dual-task condition, within a single test trial, the primary task and the secondary task may be administered concurrently or sequentially. With concurrent stimulus presentation, the participant is required to process the stimuli of both tasks at the same time, such as in the studies by Desjardins and colleagues ([@bibr9-2331216516687287]; [@bibr10-2331216516687287], [@bibr11-2331216516687287]). The secondary task in those studies, initially described by [@bibr22-2331216516687287], consisted of the digital pursuit rotor task, a visual motor tracking task performed with a computer mouse. Under the dual-task condition, the participants had to listen to and repeat the primary-task sentences they heard while performing the digital pursuit rotor task.

In sequential dual-task paradigms, a period of time separates the presentation of the primary- and the secondary-task stimuli, such as described by [@bibr35-2331216516687287]. In that study, a list of digits appeared on a computer monitor. The participants were instructed to memorize the list for later recall. Then, the participants heard a short text of connected discourse that was approximately 1 minute in duration and answered questions about the information presented. Afterwards, the participants were asked to recall the list of digits initially presented to them. More recently, a similar sequential dual-task paradigm was employed in some studies reported by [@bibr32-2331216516687287], [@bibr33-2331216516687287]).

Among the studies conducted with adult participants, an overwhelming majority of the studies used a concurrent experimental paradigm. In fact, only one of the studies reviewed included a sequential design ([@bibr35-2331216516687287]). It would appear as though there is a strong bias to use concurrent dual-task paradigms to investigate listening effort for speech. One of the reasons for this tendency may be that investigators wish to capitalize on the fact that requesting a participant to perform two tasks concurrently holds a high level of ecological validity because multitasking is something that persons are often required to do as part of their everyday life activities. Furthermore, concurrent dual tasking taps into more processing resources than merely memory functions.

### Primary tasks of dual-task paradigms {#sec17-2331216516687287}

In most of the studies reviewed, the primary task was sentence recognition ([@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]; [@bibr3-2331216516687287]; [@bibr9-2331216516687287]; [@bibr10-2331216516687287], [@bibr11-2331216516687287]; [@bibr14-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287]; [@bibr18-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr29-2331216516687287]; [@bibr40-2331216516687287]; [@bibr43-2331216516687287]; [@bibr46-2331216516687287]). However, in one study, the primary task was syllable recognition ([@bibr36-2331216516687287]), and in other studies, the primary task was recognition of words presented in isolation ([@bibr13-2331216516687287]; [@bibr19-2331216516687287]; [@bibr31-2331216516687287]; [@bibr32-2331216516687287], [@bibr33-2331216516687287]; [@bibr41-2331216516687287]). In two studies, the stimuli used were spoken passages, and the task consisted of a speech-comprehension response ([@bibr35-2331216516687287]; [@bibr42-2331216516687287]). Some studies used a closed-set response task, whereas other investigators used an open-set speech recognition task. One advantage of using a closed-set recognition task is that it makes it easy to determine the when the participant initiates response (i.e., key-stroke or finger response on a touch screen monitor) and thus to assess the RT as well as accuracy.

### Secondary tasks used {#sec18-2331216516687287}

The secondary tasks that have been used in dual-task studies of listening effort for speech understanding are quite diverse (see [Table 2](#table2-2331216516687287){ref-type="table"}). In most instances, the investigators did not motivate their choice of secondary task. Secondary tasks can be accuracy or RT measures. Seemingly, it is assumed that the type of secondary task and the type of evaluation metric used will not influence the measurement of listening effort. Table 2.List of Types of Secondary Tasks That Were Used in the Reviewed Dual-Task Studies on Listening Effort for Speech.Visual motor tracking task displayed on a computer screen([@bibr9-2331216516687287]; [@bibr10-2331216516687287], [@bibr11-2331216516687287]; [@bibr41-2331216516687287]; [@bibr47-2331216516687287])Response time to visual probe or distractor([@bibr13-2331216516687287]; [@bibr14-2331216516687287]; [@bibr19-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr26-2331216516687287]; [@bibr31-2331216516687287]; [@bibr33-2331216516687287]; [@bibr40-2331216516687287]; [@bibr42-2331216516687287]; [@bibr43-2331216516687287]; [@bibr46-2331216516687287])Recall of words presented in the primary task or before the primary task([@bibr19-2331216516687287]; [@bibr28-2331216516687287]; [@bibr32-2331216516687287]; [@bibr35-2331216516687287]; [@bibr40-2331216516687287])Judgment concerning a feature of the primary task([@bibr3-2331216516687287]; [@bibr18-2331216516687287])Tactile pattern recognition([@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287])Semantic judgment task([@bibr31-2331216516687287])Driving a car simulator([@bibr46-2331216516687287])Mental rotation of Japanese characters([@bibr29-2331216516687287])Response time to predetermined auditory signals([@bibr43-2331216516687287])Rhyme judgment for words presented visually([@bibr29-2331216516687287], 2015)

Presently, no specific category of secondary task has been shown to be the most appropriate for measuring listening effort using a dual-task paradigm. [@bibr31-2331216516687287] reported two experiments in which the goal of the study was to evaluate the effects of the secondary task on listening-effort outcomes. In each experiment, three different secondary tasks, based on RT measures, were compared: (a) simple visual probe, (b) complex visual probe, and (c) category of word presented. The results of Experiment 1 (conducted with participants with normal hearing) and Experiment 2 (conducted with participants with a mild-to-moderate hearing loss) revealed that only the secondary task that required a word-category recognition response was sensitive to changes in the primary task. According to the investigators, word-category recognition required *deeper* processing than the two visual-probe tasks. It is difficult to determine whether the secondary task that consisted of the word-category recognition task was more sensitive to listening effort because it involved processing linguistic information (just as the primary task did) or because it was cognitively more demanding in other respects. Nevertheless, the results of the investigation do suggest that the type of secondary task used may have an influence on whether or not listening effort can be measured.

In another study ([@bibr46-2331216516687287]), different secondary tasks were used in two companion experiments in which the same participants were involved. In one experiment, the secondary task consisted of driving a vehicle in a driving simulator, and in the other study, it consisted of a visual-pattern recognition task. In both experiments, performance on the secondary task revealed a significant effect of listening effort. Moreover, the performance levels on both tasks were found to be significantly correlated with each other. This finding supports the idea that different categories of secondary tasks may be equally appropriate to measure listening effort using a dual-task paradigm. Notwithstanding these observations, at the present time it would be unwise to conclude that *any* secondary task can be used to investigate listening effort for speech understanding and that all secondary tasks are equally sensitive to differences in listening effort. In summary, further research may be required to identify which type of secondary task or which combination of primary and secondary tasks are best suited for investigating listening effort for speech understanding.

### Ways of quantifying listening effort {#sec19-2331216516687287}

#### Proportion correct responses versus RT measures of listening effort {#sec20-2331216516687287}

In some studies, the dependent variable used to quantify listening effort consisted of the proportion of correct scores, while in other studies, it consisted of a RT measure (refer to [Table 1](#table1-2331216516687287){ref-type="table"} for an overview of dependent measures used across studies). At the present time, there is no clear indication concerning which of the two approaches is the most appropriate to characterize listening effort. However, it is noteworthy that Whelan (2008) claims that in some experiments, the RT data collected may not meet some of the assumptions required to use an analysis of variance to test for significant effects.

Some investigators have chosen to compute both proportion correct scores and RTs for the secondary task ([@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287]). For example, Gagné and his colleagues ([@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287]) used a two-element tactile pattern recognition task as their secondary task. The four possible response alternatives were displayed on a touch screen computer monitor. The participants were instructed to respond as quickly as possible by selecting their choice of response from the alternatives shown on the monitor. Both accuracy and RTs were assessed. As a first approximation, both methods used to quantify performance on the secondary task led to a similar pattern of results.

#### The metric used to measure listening effort {#sec21-2331216516687287}

The classic method used to quantify listening effort consists of calculating the difference score (DS) between the baseline and the dual-task performance on the secondary task (i.e., Listening effort = Secondary task~baseline~−Secondary task~dual-task~). However, a simple DS should not be used if there is a large difference between groups in the baseline secondary-task performance. For example, a DS of 30 ms should be interpreted differently, when the baseline RT was 540 ms (i.e., 540 ms−510 ms = 30 ms) compared with when the baseline RT was 80 ms (i.e., 80 ms−50 ms = 30 ms DS). One way to circumvent this issue is to use a proportional DS. For example, [@bibr15-2331216516687287] computed a proportional dual-task cost (pDTC) as their measure of listening effort, where pDTC = Secondary-task~baseline~−Secondary-task~dual-task~/Secondary-task~baseline~ × 100.

Similarly, there may be a difference in a participant's performance level on the primary task when it is administered under the baseline condition and when it is administered concurrently under the dual-task condition. In such cases, it may be appropriate to compute a pDTC for the primary task in addition to a pDTC for the secondary task. Significant differences in pDTC for either the primary task or the secondary task could be interpreted as an indication of a significant effect of listening effort (e.g., [@bibr15-2331216516687287]). Moreover, when pDTCs are computed for both the primary and the secondary tasks, it is justified to compute an aggregate listening effort index by combining the listening effort scores (e.g., pDTC) obtained for both the primary and the secondary tasks. For example, one may choose to report the pDTC~total~ score (whereby, the pDTC~total~ = pDTC~primary task~ + pDTC~secondary task~). Notably, an aggregate listening effort index was not reported in any of the studies included in the present review. However, a rationale in support of using an approach similar to the one described here was recently provided by [@bibr34-2331216516687287]. The investigators claim that the magnitude and direction of dual-task interference may be influenced by the interaction between the two tasks and by how individuals spontaneously prioritize their attention. The authors demonstrate that this approach to measuring dual-task cost takes into account the trade-offs in performance that the participant may attribute to the primary and the secondary tasks.

### Same experimental condition versus same level of performance {#sec22-2331216516687287}

When a study is designed to compare listening effort across different groups of participants, the investigator must decide whether the speech-understanding task should be administered under the same conditions across groups (e.g., at the same SNR) or at equal speech-understanding baseline performance (e.g., using a different SNR for each group). Both options may be appropriate, depending on the research question that is being addressed. The same issue also applies when different experimental conditions (e.g., Amplification System A vs. Amplification System B) are administered to the same group of participants, that is, when the study consists of a within-subject design. One alternative could be to incorporate both experimental setups in the same study, as was done in some of the reviewed studies (e.g., [@bibr1-2331216516687287], [@bibr2-2331216516687287]; [@bibr15-2331216516687287]). This latter alternative makes it possible to address the results from both an ecological (everyday life situation) as well as a conceptual (measuring listening effort at the same level of performance) standpoint.

### Other methodological considerations {#sec23-2331216516687287}

For a secure interpretation of differences in secondary-task outcomes in terms of listening effort, it is required that the listener is motivated to aim at high levels of performance in both primary task and secondary task, as well as that the tasks are challenging enough to draw on the full investment of required processing resources available in the listener's processing system. Otherwise, when no difference in secondary-task outcome is observed, one does not know whether there was no difference in effort for the different primary-task conditions or whether there were sufficient resources left for performing a more effortful primary task without compromising performance on the secondary task. This methodological requirement is hard to ensure, given that we have no means to assess the general individual capacity available.

Another methodological concern is that priority should be given to the primary task by the listener under all circumstances for an easy interpretation of the experimental results. However, it may not always be possible to monitor whether this condition is satisfied. For example, a dual-task study conducted with children revealed that instructions given to participants on how to prioritize the two tasks were ineffective ([@bibr7-2331216516687287]).

Discussion and Conclusions {#sec24-2331216516687287}
==========================

The current article presents an overview of previous studies that have used dual-task paradigms to assess listening effort during speech understanding. We would like to stress that while we strove to perform a scoping review, the review was not performed according to guidelines for a systematic review and did not aim to evaluate the quality of the included studies in any way. Rather, the purpose was to thoroughly describe the previous publications to provide an overview of what has been done so far, given that dual tasks for measuring listening effort are a relatively new field within hearing research. Specifically, the aims of this review were to (a) describe the large variety of methodological approaches that have been applied, especially the plenty of secondary tasks; (b) provide a broad summary of the results that have been obtained, especially regarding effects of listener age, hearing status, and signal processing; (c) discuss a number of methodological considerations that need to be taken into account when designing a dual-task study.

The present review revealed a large variability in the experimental paradigms used to behaviorally measure listening effort during speech understanding, in terms of the primary and secondary tasks applied as well as the experimental manipulations for which effects on effort were assessed, and the listener groups. While most of the applied paradigms were able to detect changes in listening effort related to an experimental manipulation, this large variability in applied settings makes it difficult to draw any firm conclusions about the most suitable dual-task paradigm for assessing listening effort or about the sensitivity of specific paradigms to different types of experimental manipulations. Overall, systematic evaluations of the applied paradigms, including psychometric properties, are lacking and would be highly desired.

Specifically, the relationship between dual-task cost and the following factors should be examined. First, in the vast majority of the studies, the SNR for the primary speech-understanding task was set in such a way that the participants obtained a high level of baseline accuracy performance, often in the range of 80% correct or better. It would be of interest to examine the relationship between the level of performance on the primary-task baseline measure and the dual-task cost. For example, is there a linear relationship between primary-task baseline and dual-task cost on the secondary task, such that doubling accuracy on the primary task leads to halving dual-task costs on the secondary task?

Second, it is not known whether the additivity of different sources of listening effort is linear or nonlinear. For example, the dual-task cost of performing a speech recognition task in noise for individuals with a moderately severe hearing loss may be equal to the dual-task cost of performing the same speech task for persons with normal hearing who perform the task in a nonnative language. What is the dual-task cost expected for individuals with a moderately severe hearing loss who perform the speech recognition task in their nonnative language?

Third, whereas some investigators ([@bibr31-2331216516687287]; [@bibr46-2331216516687287]) have compared the effects of using different secondary tasks when assessing listening effort, to date there is no general understanding of the suitability and sensitivity of the different types of secondary tasks. Is a secondary task that calls upon the use of short-term memory as sensitive as a secondary task that calls upon the use of visual attention skills? Recently, [@bibr21-2331216516687287] capacity model of attention has been adapted to the specific case of listening effort, resulting in the framework for understanding effortful listening (FUEL; [@bibr30-2331216516687287]). The FUEL framework consolidates the general assumptions of the Kahneman's model that resources are limited and shared between tasks and illustrates how effort is influenced by interactions of external task demands and internal motivation. Accordingly, the FUEL framework confirms the theoretical assumptions underlying the dual-task approach. However, to our knowledge, neither the FUEL framework nor any other model of cognitive resources (cf. [@bibr45-2331216516687287]) provides information that would theoretically motivate the choice of a specific type of secondary task. For example, it may seem obvious that a secondary task in the same modality (auditory) as the primary task or the same processing domain (verbal) would compete more with speech understanding than other tasks. Nonetheless, as described in the present review, dual-task costs during speech understanding have also been found for secondary tasks such as motor tracking and tactile pattern recognition. It has been described that multitasking leads to an increased activation of and demand for executive functions ([@bibr12-2331216516687287]). Possibly, the reallocation of resources toward executive functions in dual tasking is more important than the domain or modality of the secondary task and potentially also than the specific design of the secondary task.

Fourth, both sequential and concurrent dual-task paradigms can be used to measure listening effort. At the present time, it is not known if these two approaches measure the same dimensions of listening effort. If not, then which approach is best suited to measure listening effort for speech-understanding tasks?

Finally, the participant is generally instructed to optimize performance on the primary task rather than on the secondary task. Data obtained from children suggest that this simple instruction may not be sufficient to ensure that the participant will optimize performance on the primary task ([@bibr7-2331216516687287]; [@bibr20-2331216516687287]). It would be of interest to examine the same issue in adults. Also, in a previous section, it was suggested that perhaps one way of overcoming this issue may be to compute an aggregate dual-task cost. However, at the present time, there are no empirical data available to support the use of this strategy.

In sum, the present review provides a comprehensive and critical analysis of investigations in which a dual-task paradigm was used to investigate aspects of speech understanding among younger and older adults. Generally, the results of the analysis suggest that this type of experimental procedure appears to be sensitive to a number of differences in experimental conditions, both across groups of participants as well as within the same group of listeners. At the same time, systematic evaluations of the existing paradigms are needed for making informed design decisions. Given the importance of attentional and other cognitive processes involved in speech understanding, it would be of interest to pursue investigations that contribute to the development of a clinical procedure that will make it possible to quantify the listening effort during speech understanding. In the long term, the use of dual-task experimental paradigms may constitute a good approach toward achieving this goal.

The review also revealed that at the present time, there does not appear to be a consensus on the type of dual-task experimental paradigm that is most appropriate to investigate listening effort for speech understanding. Several differences in experimental procedures were apparent across investigations. Also, several issues that warrant further investigations were identified. The present review should be of interest to investigators who are interested in applying dual-task experimental paradigms to investigate issues related to listening effort. Finally, several research questions that warrant further investigation in order to better understand and characterize the intricacies of dual-task paradigms were proposed.
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[^1]: *Note.* AOSPAN = automatic operation span task; AV = audiovisual; BIN = binaural; BTE = behind the ear; C−/+ = cognitive function good (+) or, cognitive function poor (−); CST = continuous speech test; DIR = directional; DM = directional microphone; DPRT = Digital pursuit Rotor Tracking; DT = dual task; DSST = digit symbol substitution test; ENH = spectrally enhanced; ENHC = spectrally enhanced with compression; FF = talker at front; F-RF = talker at right-front; H−/+ = hearing sensitivity good (+) or, hearing sensitivity poor (−); HA = hearing aid; HI = hearing impaired; HRV = heartrate variability; LDT = lexical decision task; LNS = letter number sequencing test; NAL-R = National Acoustics Laboratory-revised version; MF = monaural far; MME = modified direct magnitude estimation; MN monaural near; N = number of participants; NC = near coding; NH = normal hearing; NoP = no processing; NR = noise reduction; NRDM = noise reduction and directional microphone; NV-hi = vocoded, high intelligibility; NV-lo = vocoded, low intelligibility; OHI = old, hearing impaired; ONH = old, normal hearing; OSLA matrix = Oldenburg sentences matrix test; P = primary task; pDTC = proportional -task; R = reverberation; Rspan = reading span; RSPIN = revised speech in noise test; RT = response time; S = secondary task; SIN = sentences in noise; SNR = signal to noise ratio; SPIN = speech in noise; SSN = speech spectrum noise; TLX = text load index; TVM sentences = closed-set sentence recognition test; TTB = 2-talker babble; V-AP = visual-with concurrent auditory processing; VCV = vowel consonant vowel; VRT = visual response time; WAIS = Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale; WM = working memory; WMC = working memory capacity; WMS = working memory span; YNH = young, normal hearing.

[^2]: Unilateral hearing loss was simulated by the use of an earplug with inserted into one ear during testing, resulting in a gradually sloping 4 dB per octave conductive hearing loss of approximately 30 dB HL at 500, 1,000, and 2,000 Hz.

[^3]: In basic mode, the hearing aid microphone was omnidirectional, and all advanced features, except for feedback management, were disabled, including directional processing and DNR. In advanced mode, the manufacturer's default settings for different listening environments were used. This included multichannel automatic directivity and algorithms designed to reduce reverberation, general background noise, and wind noise. The background noise level in this study (55 dBA) was not high enough to activate the devices' directional processing or noise-reduction algorithms. Thus, regardless of the aid setting (basic or advanced), the hearing aids were functioning in omnidirectional mode with no DNR active during testing. The interest was whether continuous access to advanced signal processing during daily activities would reduce cognitive processing demands and listening effort such that differences would be apparent when tested on the study's cognitively demanding dual task completed at the end of the day.

[^4]: Note on group labels: H+C+ = mild hearing loss, better cognitive function; H−C+ = moderate hearing loss, better cognitive function; H+C− = mild hearing loss, poorer cognitive function; H−C− = moderate hearing loss, poorer cognitive function

[^5]: Note that the study by Wild et al. describes a dual task and provides behavioral results for it, but the study did not examine listening effort or dual-task cost. Performance was only assessed for attended stimuli.
